Torontoʼs summit for leadership in city-building
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Land Acknowledgment
Toronto, the place we are privileged to call home, sits on the territories
of many First Nations peoples. These lands are the territories of the
Mississaugas of the Credit, the Anishnaabeg, the Chippewa, the
Haudenosaunee and the Wendat peoples. Embedded in their lands are
their stories, relations, treaties, and knowledge systems. It is critical to
acknowledge that, historically, urban planning has contributed to the
decoupling of Indigenous values from their land. Planning has, and
continues to be, a vehicle of settler colonialism, dispossession, and
erasure.
As we engage in city-building practices let us reflect on our
positionalities, roles, and responsibilities to restore and enhance
Indigenous relationships land through the support of Indigenous
people in guiding and implementing urban planning law, policy, and
practice.
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Letter from the Founding Partners

Nikki Mary Pagaling completed
her undergraduate degree from
the University of Toronto majoring
in Urban Studies and Human
Geography in 2020. She explores
urban geographies of identity through
the analysis of race, gender, and
colonialism. She served as one of the
2019-2020 Co-President of the Urban
Studies Students Union (URSSU) at
the University of Toronto.
Linkedin

Cheryll Case is an urban planner
specialized in a human rights
approach to community planning.
Through her roles, Cheryll provides
expertise to produce and implement
strategies with community members,
private, public, and charity sectors
to facilitate a shift towards more
inclusive communities that are
affordable and accessible to all.
Twitter // Linkedin

Like many of you, weʼve come to notice gaps in the urban
planning industryʼs practice to address the systemic processes
that underpin social inequities in our cities. The industry has
unmet potential to prioritize equity and the well-being of
marginalized peoples. This includes the lower income, the recent
immigrant, seniors, youth, women, the Black, Indigenous, and
other peoples of colour. Conventionally, the lived experience
of marginalized residents is undervalued. This has in turn led
these communities to have a disproportionate lack of access to
housing and other resources required for healthy living. The lack
is particularly stark when compared to white male homeowners.
In acknowledgment of this, we are thrilled to have the support
of the University of Toronto, sponsors, and all of you. It is
through your support that we held The Next Step, a city-building
Conference designed to support community building amongst
those working to make cities better spaces for all. Typically,
public discourse delegates equity, diversity, and inclusion to be
a small part of the conversation. That is not enough. To realize
housing affordability, food security, and a high standard of
health for all equity diversity and inclusion must be at the centre
of all our conversations.
It has been a joy to facilitate conversations that bring
professionals and community together. It is our vision that the
conversations and connections from this Conference contribute
to improve the urban planning industryʼs capacity to build
truly equitable, inclusive, and healthy communities. Itʼs been
a pleasure to hear from many of you that this Conference has
inspired many to continue championing community orientated
city-building.
We look forward to witnessing, supporting, and celebrating you
in your leadership.
Sincerely,
Nikki Mary Pagaling
Cheryll Case

Urban Studies Student Union, UoT
CP Planning
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Solidarity Through Giving
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, The Next Step was to be hosted in person at CSI Annex. Heeding
public health advice, The Next Step transitioned to be delivered online. This resulted in our capacity
to contribute a portion of moneys raised to support FoodShare Toronto – while also maintaining
reserves for 2021 activities.
We thank our sponsors and the many donors who contribute to this shared donation in support of
FoodShareʼs COVID-19 emergency response work. This initiative includes the Emergency Good Food
Box which provides a weekly delivery of fresh, high-quality produce, at no cost, to those facing
heightened food insecurity during the pandemic. This programming is delivered in partnership with
local organizations and frontline agencies.
In addition to their city-wide emergency response, FoodShare has partnered to deliver emergency
boxes to food workers recently laid off as a result of Foodoraʼs exit from the Canadian market. They
are also working with community groups supporting migrant workers and their families.

Fresh food delivered at no cost to those in need of support

centres food justice in their work by
collaborating with and taking their
cue from those most affected by
poverty and food insecurity — Black,
Indigenous, People of Colour, People
with Disabilities. Their goal is to
inspire long-term solutions for a food
system where everyone has access to
affordable, fresh, nutritious food.

Click Here to Donate
The Next Step is a project of the Urban Studies Student Union of the University of Toronto and CP Planning
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Quick Stats
Categories of the Job Titles of Registrants

Registrations

37%

13%

388 Registrations 99 University of Toronto Students
They hold 149 different titles of
15 categories & represent 146 different
companies/organizations of 19 categories
Wide Sector Representation
45% Private; 22% Non-Profit; 10% Charity;
23% Government or Government Agency

3%
4%
7%
8%
11%

Student

Attendees

5%

12%
Professors

Organizer/Coordinator

Executives
Manager

Planner/Designer/Architect
Artist

Advisor/Specialist

Other - community/advocate, economist, server, social worker...

Categories of the Company/Organization of Registrants Not including students

5%

5%

3%

35%

5%

170+ at 12:30 Launch session
120+ at final 3:00 session
+1 The Next Step Connector online tool
exclusive to attendees of The Next Step
The stats and feedback from attendees prove
that The Next Step met its goal to attract a wide
diversity of city-builders. The diversity of attendees
contributes to the achievement of The Next Step’s
goals to achieve the following:
•

6%
7%

•
11%
22%

Other - Strategy, Health, Housing, Neighbourhood Association...
Planning/Architecture/Design/Engineering,
University/College Employment/Settlement
Sustainability/Agriculture Government
Real Estate Development/Construction/Management,
Arts & Culture

Accessibility/Inclusion/Engagement

•

Professional benefit: facilitate networking and
relationship building between professionals
who are working for a more equitable future.
Educational benefit: expose students to a
practical look at equity within urban planning
and connect them with professionals actively
working for a more equitable future.
Public benefit: Strengthened networks and
capacities amongst those working towards a
more equitable future will increase
opportunities for marginalized members of
society to be included in solution-making, and
thus will improve their access to affordable
housing, transit, community spaces, and jobs.

Conference Summary
12:30 – 1:00 Hellos, How do you dos, and Check ins
Cheryll Case (CP Planning), Nikki Pagaling (Urban Studies Student Union), The Next Step organizing team,
Remarks: City of Toronto Mayor John Tory
1:00 – 2:00 Engagement that Shapes the City
Zahra Ebrahim (Doblin), Ajeev Bhatia (Centre for Connected Communities),
Graig Uens (City of Toronto, Urban Planner), Valentina Harper (CareMongering TO)
1:00 – 2:00 Future Proofing your City Building Team
Ryan Ram (Matrix 360), Rosemarie Powell (Toronto Community Benefits Network), Clayton Barranger (Bousfields)
2:00 – 3:00 Art as a Means of Community Building
Sara Udow (Process), Assaf Weisz (Artscape), Hiba Abdallah (Artist), Kevin Merrit (Artist)
2:00 – 3:00 Urban Agriculture in the City
Melana Roberts (Power Lab), Fatima Saya (The Daniels Corporation), Cheyenne Sundance (Sundance Harvest)
3:00 – 4:00 Big Ideas in Urbanism & Debrief
Saʼad Ahmed (Tiny Home TO), Nadine Spencer (Black Business Professionals Association),
Armi De Francia (Town of Ajax)

City of Toronto Mayor John Tory, Hellos, How do you dos, and Check ins
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The summary below is based on submissions from attendees - attendee take-aways

Future Proofing Your City-Building Team
Moderator Ryan Ram (Matrix 360)
Panelists: Rosemarie Powell (Toronto Community Benefits Network),
Clayton Barranger (Bousfields)
This panel examined how the real estate and development industries
Not ‘culture fitʼ
can put inclusion, equity, and diversity into practice in the workplace.
but ‘culture addʼ.
In addition to providing diverse folks with equal opportunity to
Importance
of workforce
employment, best practices include providing the resources and
reflecting the diversity
supports necessary to help diverse folks thrive in the workplace. This
of the communities in
involves relationship building where senior leaders mentor diverse team
which
we work
members, respect and appreciate their unique background. The diverse
Mary J. Castel
team member benefits from this support, and the senior leader benefits
Urban Strategies
from exposure to new lived experiences and the resulting increased
capacity to tackle big city-building challenges. This requires the skill of
self-reflection. Leadership that recognizes when to step back to make space for others, and when to
listen to other voices will benefit greatly from hiring a diverse team. Challenging the biases that have
been entrenched in hiring practices is crucial to achieving the diversity and inclusion that is currently
lacking in city-building.

Next Steps
•
•
•
•

Begin with the intention to build a diverse, equitable, and inclusive team.
Challenge the assumptions inherent in what it means to be a “good fit” - understand that diverse
talent contributes to the existing organizational culture by allowing for deeper engagement and
partnership with diverse communities.
Value the utility of diverse individualʼs lived experience and knowledge.
Form reciprocated trust and partnerships with diverse communities.

Clayton Barranger (Bousfields) presenting
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The summary below is based on submissions from attendees - attendee take-aways

Engagement that Shapes Cities
Moderator: Zahra Ebrahim (Doblin)
Panelists: Ajeev Bhatia (Centre for Connected Communities),
Graig Uens (City of Toronto, Urban Planner), Valentina Harper (CareMongering TO)
This panel explored how public consultation is conceptualized and
To quote Ajeev Bhatia,
enacted in the City of Toronto across different levels. Conversation
“planners should
unpacked the challenges and assumptions that come with conventional
understand community
community engagement methods. Conventionally, public engagement
building more than
methods veer too closely to “knowledge extraction” from the
communities should
community - where planners enter a community to collect input via a
understand urban
top-down process. This often includes the heavy use of technicalities
planning”
and jargon. This approach creates a barrier for community members
Alison Garwood
to participate in the planning process. In particular, marginalized
Freelance writer and illustrator
communities (the racialized, those with different physical abilities, the
working poor, for instance) are kept out more than white or homeowning community members. As a result, marginalized communities are
Mutual Aid is the
most likely to support each other through mutual aid. They are heavily
reciprocal support and
involved in city-building, and the planning process should engage them
cooperation of social
in ways that increases their capacity to solve the various problems they
groups when there is a
face (food insecurity, lack of affordable housing, lack of employment,
lack of government or
lack of cultural spaces etc.). The application of an intersectional,
non-profit support to
empathetic lens when engaging with community will enable the public,
provide services.
private, and non-profit sector to understand the needs of marginalized
community members, and to collectively develop solutions that are
rooted within the their lived experiences.

Next Steps
•

•
•
•
•
•

Unpack internal biases and ask difficult questions - not just about who is missing at the
decision-making table, but what prevents sharing of the table.
Include proper and fair compensation for the knowledge, time, and effort of community leaders.
Acknowledge community’s lived experience as lived expertise that is completely necessary to
conducting community planning.
Increase engagement with grassroots community leaders and organizations in an intentional,
ethical, and reciprocal way.
Strengthen that which already exists in communities, and community-led initiatives already
underway.
Apply an empathetic and intersectional lens to community development to better understand the
communities and foster planning outcomes that align more closely with a community’s specific
needs.

The Next Step is a project of the Urban Studies Student Union of the University of Toronto and CP Planning
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The summary below is based on submissions from attendees - attendee take-aways

Urban Agriculture in the City
Moderator: Melana Roberts (Power Lab)
Panelists: Fatima Saya (The Daniels Corporation), Cheyenne Sundance (Sundance Harvest)
This panel discussed urban agricultureʼs role in addressing the
Thought: Should it be
challenges of food insecurity and making Toronto self-sufficient
someoneʼs right to have
and resilient. It was noted that food insecurity is disproportionately
access
to arable land/
experienced by racialized communities – namely, Black & Indigenous
facilities within 2km of
peoples. To facilitate urban agriculture in an equitable way, citytheir
home? The past 70
builders need to make room for these communities to create, lead, and
years has seen a massive
implement solutions to food insecurity that are grounded in their lived
conversion from farms
experiences. Planning for increased urban agriculture in the city must
to
subdivision housing,
also include a framework that would permit farmers and gardeners
all on GTAʼs best soil.
to sell their own produce and/or harvest. This empowering practice
We
either have a huge
enables residents to achieve food sovereignty. Toronto has many underopportunity to activate
utilized and unused spaces in the city that can indeed be transformed
all suburban backyards
to sustain urban agriculture through the creation of urban farms and
to
produce food, or let
community gardens. There currently is not a framework that oversees
history write it off as the
consistent access to urban land for farming purposes, but there is
largest
loss of a natural
potential for this to change, with support from the urban planning
resource in Ontario
industry.
Fei-Ling

Next Steps

Architect

•
•
•

Increase the overall supply or agricultural lands in the City.
Interrogate who will have easier access to land tenure and who will be disadvantaged/excluded.
Acknowledge that access to food differs, and marginalized communities are most likely to lack
access to affordable food.
• Advance urban agriculture as a means for local economic stimulus and a priority mechanism for
providing food security for all.
• Support the social and economic infrastructures necessary to sustain urban agriculture and urban
farmers.
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The summary below is based on submissions from attendees - attendee take-aways

Art as a Means of Community Building
Moderator: Sara Udow (Process)
Panelists: Assaf Weisz (Artscape), Hiba Abdallah (Artist), Live-drawing: Kevin Merritt (Artist)
This panel provided examples of how public art is an integral element to how we experience our
cities, neighbourhoods, and communities. It was noted that there is a tendency in the real estate and
development industry to value art based on its ability to secure and attract capital. In this process art
is a means as opposed to an end. However, the value of artists and the work they produce extends
beyond their potential to generate capital. This pandemic moment reveals just how essential art is
to creating vibrancy in our daily lives. Art is a survival mechanism that bridges together feelings of
hope and human connection. Now more than ever we are witness to the vital role of art and artists
to facilitate community building, and community connection. This includes, engagement with diverse
communities that are often excluded from the public sphere. This reveals the deeper social value and
need to protect spaces and other amenities that are required by artists for them to be creative.

Next Steps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treat art as the cultural norm, rather than a stand-alone requirement.
Embed art as an early element of the development and/or planning process.
Imagine the possibilities for creativity upon the most mundane elements of our cities, such as
construction barriers, facades, or even sidewalks.
Budget for art and treat artists like partners and way-finders that are critical to decision-making
and problem solving.
Build deeper, long-lasting relationships with artists that are not limited to one-off projects.
Maintain continuous, dedicated investment in artists and cultural workers to support their creative
initiatives.

Completed panel live-drawing by Kevin Merritt

Visit TheNextStepConference.ca to download Full Size
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The summary below is based on submissions from attendees - attendee take-aways
*Businesses on main Streets was unable to present, due to technical issues with Zoom,

Big Ideas in Urbanism
Tiny Homes: Saʼad Ahmed (Tiny Home TO)
Saʼad presented his innovations in housing and how it could be used to
create attainable housing. His Tiny Homes model exemplifies potential
to create new housing through partnerships with existing homeowners.
Through these partnerships, additional housing would be provided
through modular additions to the existing home, and garden homes
constructed in the rear yard. Within this, questions of access, land use,
and privilege are important to consider. For example, this housing
model is particularly feasible in places like Rosedale or Forest Hill where
private ownership is common and properties are larger. In these same
neighbourhoods however, there are tensions regarding socioeconomic
privilege and willingness to invest in the addition of homes.

We need to re-evaluate
how we think about
housing and density
in the city. There are
innovative ways to
structure housing
layouts that allow
housing to be more
inclusive, affordable,
and resilient to our cityʼs
changing demands...
Alexandra
Lambropoulos

Active Transportation: Armi De Francia (Town of Ajax)
UoT Undergraduate, Major
in Urban Studies and Human
Armi presented her approaches to encouraging active transportation in
Geography
the ongoing transportation awareness campaign, #GetAjaxMoving. She
noted the Townʼs purposeful engagement with racialized families,
newcomers, and residents of various ages and abilities as an important element to responding to the
needs of the diverse communities in suburban municipalities. Partnerships and relationship building
with people outside of the planning field are key strategies for engaging diverse groups. The most
effective mechanisms involved engaging people in events and spaces where they feel a better sense
of belonging and safety, and using fun games to help the Town better understand residents.
Business on Main Streets: Nadine Spencer (Black Business Professionals
Association)
In cultural spaces like Little Jamaica, also known as Eglinton West, we must look at diversity,
inclusion, and equity as an integral part of its landscape. Little Jamaicaʼs vibrancy is made up of Black
businesses, as well as Italian, Vietnamese, and many others. Historically and for Toronto, however it is
a cultural landmark of Black retail and culture. When compared to other main streets in the region it
has among the highest percentage of Black businesses along its street. It once even had more reggae
record stores than Kingston Jamaica itself. Commercial rent increases now threaten the heritage of
Black businesses on this main street, placing that heritage at great risk. Many Black businesses will be
displaced and unable to recreate the community that has existed on Eglinton for decades. To ensure
Torontoʼs ability to support, enjoy, and celebrate the richness offered by Black businesses main streets
like Eglinton must protect against gentrification and retail displacement through the creation of
commercial land trusts and specialized funding strategies designed to maintain affordable retail spaces
for Black business. This is a critical need, and once implemented will ensure generations of authentically
diverse retail. A retail landscape as diverse as Torontoʼs population. More info TheLittleJamaica.com
The Next Step is a project of the Urban Studies Student Union of the University of Toronto and CP Planning
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Your Thoughts

Things I took away from
this amazing event was…
University Research
Assistant

More policies around urban agriculture need to be put into
place. Instead of being very caught up in technology and
making cities smart I think it is first important to make cities,
resilient and self-sufficient.
University Research Assistant
Thank you for such great
work! The speakers were
incredibly insightful and
presented such important
ongoing projects to keep
an eye on.
University Student
The conference was
well organized, relevant
topics...thought provoking
discussions.
Executive, Recruitment
and Business Innovation
The ideas brought forward
in the conference are in fact
ideas whose time has come
- answers to affordability,
livability, pollution, and
quality of life in our City.
Artist
Thank you for organizing!
Recent University Grad

It was encouraging to hear
from professionals on team
building
Recent University Grad
Let’s not squander the
sense of urgency and
possibility! I loved the
sessions I attended because
they made me think
differently and hear more
points of view.
Artist

Thanks for organizing this
conference!
University Student
Felt like some building of
momentum.
Executive, Strategy
This was amazing, please
make this an annual thing.
Architect
I’m so fortunate to have
joined this conversation
and meet all these agents
of change and social
engagement.
Civic Engagement Leader
Thank you for leading these
important discussions and
for pushing us all to make
planning a more inclusive,
equitable, and critical
practice in Toronto and
beyond.
University Professor

We have an enormous opportunity in the context of the
COVID recovery to heed the expertise of grassroots leaders to
work towards collective solutions together, but it will require
trust, vulnerability and an appetite for innovation and a new
way of working if we are truly aspiring to not just bounce back
(to take from resilience discourse) but to bounce forward.
Manager, Non-Profit
Would be good to figure out a way to connect people for
further mobilization after the conference.
Executive, Urban Agriculture
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What’s Next
Future iterations of The Next Step Conference will seek to further support relationship-building
amongst those active and interested in city-building for equitable, inclusive, and healthy communities.
This may take place as an in-person event or online if necessary. The 2021 event would build on the
conversations of the 2020 Conference and may generate tangible action plans based on the input of
2021 participants. The 2021 iteration may be organized as follows:
• A key theme for each breakout session to explore
• Shorter break-out sessions to facilitate re-grouping in a larger main area
• Other as identified
If you are interested in being a part of The Next Step 2021, have suggestions or comments,
email TheNextStep.conf@gmail.com.

*We recognize the limitations of an online event as well as gaps in the conversations that were had
during the 2020 Conference. Next, we aim to also support conversations in the following areas:
• Disability and accessibility
• QTBIPOC city-building
• Indigenous planning practices
• Urban planning pedagogy and innovations in education
• Public health

Urban Studies Student Union 2020-2021
Leadership Elections
The Urban Studies Student Union (URSSU) will
host their elections for the 2020-2021 academic
term in September 2020. All students enrolled
in the Urban Studies Program of Study at the
University of Toronto can run for a position on
the URSSU team. More information regarding
the positions can be found at
urssu.wordpress.com. Interested students may
connect with outgoing co-president Nikki Mary
Pagaling for more information.

Contact

Twitter: @TheNextStep.Conf
Email: TheNextStep.conf@gmail.com
Cheryll Case
Twitter: @CheryllCase
Email: Case.Cheryll@gmail.com
Nikki Mary Pagaling
Email: npagaling@hotmail.com
Urban Studies Student Union, UofT
Twitter: @urssuuoft
Instagram: @urssuuoft
Email: URSSuinfo@gmail.com
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Sponsors
Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Volunteers
Thank you for supporting the transition online
•

Daria Mancino, URSSU DenCITY Student Journal Representative

•

Alexandra Lambropoulos

•

Vidya Rajasingam

•

Brittany Livingston

•

Jordan Mark

•

Jane Yearwood

•

Kalaiy Kengeswaran
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Toronto’s summit for leadership in city-building
for equitable, inclusive, and healthy communities.

Urban Studies Student Union 2020-2021
Leadership Elections
The Urban Studies Students Union (URSSU) will
host their elections for the 2020-2021 academic
term in September 2020. All students enrolled
in the Urban Studies Program of Study at the
University of Toronto can run for a position on
the URSSU team. More information regarding
the positions can be found at
urssu.wordpress.com. Interested students may
connect with outgoing co-president Nikki Mary
Pagaling for more information.

Contact

Twitter: @TheNextStep.Conf
Email: TheNextStep.conf@gmail.com
Cheryll Case
Twitter: @CheryllCase
Email: Case.Cheryll@gmail.com
Nikki Mary Pagaling
Email: npagaling@hotmail.com
Urban Studies Student Union, UofT
Twitter: @urssuuoft
Instagram: @urssuuoft
Email: URSSuinfo@gmail.com
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